EVO MINECRAFT MOOC AT TESOL CHICAGO

PREPARING TEACHERS TO ENGAGE LEARNERS W/ EVO MINECRAFT MOOC

LEARN ABOUT GAMIFICATION BY EXPERIENCING HOW IT WORKS AND WHAT IT FEELS LIKE

Join the EVO Minecraft MOOC community of TEACHERS / TECHIES / NOOBIES in their 4th year as a community of practice, live in Chicago TESOL 2018 or online in Minecraft. Experience EV participants interacting with community members, controlling avatars in Minecraft, and learning how Minecraft enables language learning. Have your questions answered; even join the community if you wish, at http://tinyurl.com/evomc18

PRESENTED ON-SITE BY VANCE STEVENS, AARON SCHWARTZ, AND JANE CHIEN; ONLINE BY WEBCASTERS JEFF KUHN AND HEIKE PHILP

VANCE STEVENS
AARON SCHWARTZ
JANE CHIEN
EVO Minecraft: MOOC co-
JEFF KUHN
EVO Minecraft MOOC co-founding moderator and guru, webcasting and presenting online

HEIKE PHILP
EVO Minecraft MOOC participant, EVO moderator in Second Life and machinima, webcasting and presenting online

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE - JOIN US IF YOU ARE ...

A teacher with a gaming problem -
Are you a teacher who wants to learn how to gamify your students’ learning environment but aren’t quite sure how it works?

A gamer with a teaching problem -
Already a gamer with some ideas about how you would like to leverage your skill and your proclivities in your classroom?

A teacher of gamers with a learning problem -
Do you think your students would like to play a game like Minecraft but aren't sure how to make it fit your curriculum?

Chances are, your curriculum is somewhere in Minecraft already. Join us and we'll help you figure out how and where?